
MY FAVORITE CRICKETER SACHIN TENDULKAR

Sachin Ramesh Tendulkar is a former Indian cricketer. He was born on 24 Sachin Tendulkar is my one of the favorite
cricketer. I love Sachin.

In the very first match he registered an amazing score for a boy barely into his teens: against BPM High
School, that too in a single day against boys three to four years older than him. To see him not perform was
painful, but it pained us more to imagine what the man would have gone through. And so was Sachin. As long
as he was in the middle there was hope. The second of which was on this day in  Tendulkar also holds the
record for scoring 1, ODI runs in a calendar year. The focus was on the clash between Tendulkar, the world's
most dominating batsman and Shane Warne , the world's leading spinner, both at the peak of their careers,
clashing in a Test series. The assayer eyes of Achrekar had visualised that this student called Sachin had come
to learn from him from the core of his heart. And that is an awesome record which will take some beating. We,
children and dhoni. The people, who throughout his heydays chanted his name, wanted him to go. The
morning session would be till  On a pitch where batsmen of more experience and higher pedigree struggled
against the pace of McDermott, Hughes, Whitney and Reiffel, Sachin who was still only 18 but fresh from his
Sydney hundred played a gem. The team had become better and kept improving as the millennium embraced
cricket. However, after scoring the first century, he liked the century scoring innings so much that he became
engrossed in the efforts to score a century in every inning he played. The president while appreciating his
contribution in the game has nominated him to Rajya Sabha. It has happened countless times since in
newspapers and magazines around the world. It iswork for some, but it also a dream and people should enjoy
their game. His form just soared from then on. All through this year of , it was cricket, cricket, and more
cricket. Both of them achieved this feat in innings. I suggested we go to a restaurant and have a cup of tea.


